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Abstract:       
Patent protection for genetic enhancements would tend to spur genetic innovation, but would tend to limit 
access to those genetic enhancements through discriminatory mechanisms such as price and favoritism. 
The patent system would likely ensure high rates of genetic enhancement innovation, research, and 
development, efficiently mediate access to genetic enhancements, but would also likely allow access to 
genetic enhancements to fewer members of society. Most importantly, the patent system has the 
potential to promote the kinds of genetic enhancements that might lead to human evolutionary change. 
Public policy and the law must grapple with the implications of genetic enhancement before current 
technological possibilities become societal realities. The patent system is an odd candidate to become a 
substantial arbiter of parental decisions regarding genetic enhancement of their offspring. It is certain that 
the implications the patent system has for future human genetic enhancement should be subjected to 
thorough analysis and debate prior to the imminent arrival of human genetic enhancement technologies. 
Otherwise, patent law may drive human evolution in directions either unplanned - or worse - undesired.  
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